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In this article we evaluate the Fourier transforms of retarded Lorentz-invariant 
functions (and distributions) as limits of Laplace transforms. Our method works 
generally for any retarded Lorentz-invariant functions d(f) (t E R”) which is, 
besides, a continuous function of slow growth. We give, among others, the Fourier 
transform of GRQ. u, ml. n) and G,,(t, a, m’, n), which, in the particular case (2 = I, 
are the characteristic functions of the volume bounded by the forward and the 
backward sheets of the hyperboloid u = m’ and by putting a = -X- are the 
derivatives of k-order of the retarded and the advanced-delta on the hyperboloid 
u = m’. We also obtain the Fourier transform of the function IV@, a. ml, n) 
introduced by M. Riesz (Comm. Sem. Mat. Univ. Lund 4 (1939)). We finish by 
evaluating the Fourier transforms of the distributional functions GR(f. a, m’. n). 
G,(t. u, ml, n) and W(f. a. m’, n) in their singular points. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall evaluate the Fourier transforms of retarded Lorentz-invariant 
functions (and distributions) as limits of Laplace transforms. Schwartz [ 1, 
especially p. 2641 has evaluated the Fourier transforms of the Marcel Riesz 
functions R,(x, n), by evaluating their Laplace transforms (first step), and 
then passing to the limit (in S’) for J ,~O,whereyEV_=(y~IR”/4’~<0, 
y;-y; - . . . -vi-i > 0) (second step). The method was later employed by 
Lavoine [2], and Vladimirov [3, 299-3021. Gelfand and Shilov [ 111 and 
Methee [ 141 also have evaluated the Fourier transforms of Lorentz-invariant 
functions but they have employed different methods. 
Our method works generally for any retarded Lorentz-invariant function 
g(t) (t E iR”) which is, besides, a continuous function of slow growth. 
We shall evaluate the Fourier transforms of the distributional functions 
G,(t, m*, (x, n) and GA(tr m*, a, n) (formulas (I, 2; 1) and (V, 2; l), respec- 
tively). In the particular case a = 1, G,(r, m’, a, n) is the characteristic 
function of the volume bounded by the forward sheet of the hyperboloid 
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u = m2. (G,d is the characteristic function of the volume bounded by the 
backward sheet of the hyperboloid u = m’.) Another particular case is 
obtained by putting a = -k, G,(f, m2, a, n) is the derivative of k-order of the 
retarded-delta on the hyperboloid u = m2. 
We prove that in the particular case n = 4, a = 0, our formulas coincide 
with the formulas due to Constantinescu [ 17, p. 121. formula 11.551. 
We shall also evaluate the Fourier transform of the function G, (and G,d) 
in the singular points. 
Finally, we shall obtain the Fourier transform of the function 
IY(r, m’, a, n) (formula (VI, 1; 1)) introduced by Riesz 14, p. 171 (cf. also [S, 
p. 89: 1, p. 179; and 6, p. 721). 
In this article we also generalize results due to Gorge (cf. [ 16, 32-40]), 
which obtains several distributional Fourier transforms in the case II = 4. 
I. 1. Definirions 
Let f = (to, t, ,..., f,- ,) be a point of P”. We shall write ti - 
t;-*- -tie, =u. By f+ we designate the interior of the forward cone: 
r+ = (t E IF” / t, > 0, u > 0); and by r+ we designate its closure. Similarly, 
r- designates the domain r- = {t E [F” / I, < 0, u > 01, and i=- designates its 
closure. We put z = (z,, z, ,...) z, _ ,) E NC’, where z, = x,. + i~j,,. v = 0, 1, 2 . . . . . 
n-l; (t,z)=f,z,+t,z,+t,_,z,_,; and dt=dt,dt, . ..dt “-,. The tube 
T- is defined by Tp = (z E C”/y E V_ 1, where I’_ = (YE R” ( y,, < 0, 
y;-y;- . . . -.$-i > 0). The tube T_ is defined by T- = {z E C”/y E V- }. 
where V- = (YE P”/yO <O,$j--elf- ...-.ri-, >O). 
Similarly. we put T, = (z E C “/y E V, }, where V, = (~1 E K”/J~, > 0, 
y;-J+ - . . . -,,;-, > 01. 
Let F(1) be a function of the scalar variable A, and let d(t) be a function 
endowed with the following properties: 
(4 d(f) = Wh 
@) supp $(t) E F+ 3 
(cl f+“@(r) E L, if ~1 E V- . 
We call R the family of functions q+(t) which satisfies conditions (a), (b) 
and (c). Similarly we call A the family of functions which satisfies conditions 
(a’) 40) = F(u), 
(b’) supp 40) E F-7 
(c’) e”.y’q$(t) E L , if 4’ E V, . 
The Fourier transform of 4(t) is 
[qb],’ = 1. e-ic’.x’g(t) dt. (I, 1: 1) 
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and the Laplace transform of $(l) is 
f(Z) =L{d} = 1. e-ic’,-)#(f) dr. 
.G” 
(I. 1; 2) 
The Laplace transform of a function 4(t) E Ip, z E T- can be evaluated by 
means of the following formula (cf. [ 7, formula (I, 2; 1). p. 53 1). 
(I, 1: 3) Rz) =L(@l = {z; + z; + ... + z;-, -z2~fn-2):J 
.cc 
x 1 F(~)~‘“-“‘~‘K(,_,,,,{~(z: + z; + . . . + zf-, -z;)‘,“) d/l. -0 
Here K,.(z) designates the modified Bessel function of the third kind [g, 
vol. I, p. 3 7 1 1. 
1.2. The Laplace Transform of GR(fr a. m2, n) 
Let m be a nonnegative number and let a be a complex parameter. 
We define the n-dimensional function 
GR(f. a, m’. n) = (’ -,i;‘-’ 
= (u -ml)“-’ 
f(a) ’ 
if u-m’>Oandr>O. 
= 0. if t belongs to the complementary set. 
The Laplace transform of GR(f, a, m’. n) is (cf. [7, formula (II, 4; 5), 
P. 591) 
x &+,.-2,i2(w). (I, 2; 2) 
where we have put 
p 2 =z; + zf + “. + zf-, -z;. (I, 2; 3) 
Formula (I, 2; 2), which we have proved on the assumption that Re a > 1, 
is valid, by analytical continuation, for every complex a and Im z. = J’~ < 0. 
We shall evaluate the Fourier transform of G,(t, a, m2, n) by passing to 
the limit (in S’) for J -+ 0, where YE V-, on its Laplace transform. 
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That is to say, we shall consider the limit in formula (I, 2: 2) as 
Formula (I, 2; 4) coincides with the notation used by Schwartz [ 1, p. 264 I. 
1.3. The Fourier Transform of GR(t, a, ml, n) 
We begin by subdividing the space P?” into four regions: 
(i) the exterior of the light cone: 
C,=(xEIP”/x~-.u:--..-.zr5,~,<0}; (I, 3; 1) 
(ii) the interior of the forward cone: 
c,= {XE R”/X-x- ... -x-, > 0,x, >O); (I, 3; 2) 
(iii) the interior of the backward cone: 
C,=(xEIFi”/x~--.u:--..--.u~_, >0,.u,<0}; (I, 3; 3) 
(iv) the set of points 
c= (XE lR/(x,I = (xf + ‘*a +X-,)V2}. (I, 3; 4) 
To evaluate the Fourier transform of GR(rr a, m2, n) we shall apply the 
Schwarz method on each of the four regions (i)-(iv) and then we obtain the 
final result, by the lineality of the Fourier transformation, by adding their 
respective Fourier transforms. 
We begin by evaluating the Fourier transform of G,(t, a, m2, n) in C,. 
We remark that outside the light cone there are no restrictions on y,. 
Starting from formula (I, 2; 2) and passing to the limit for z,. -+ x,., for all 
I? = 0, l,..., n - 1, we immediately obtain 
[G,,(t, a, m2, n)],’ = 2n(2n)‘“m2)‘2 mn+(n-2”2 
K a+(n-2M2(m(xI + a.. +-Cl -xV2t , 
x {(xi + .., +xfi-1 -X;)‘/2ta+(n-2’/2 
(I 3a 5) 
’ ’ 
wherexi-xi-... -xi-, < 0. 
We shall evaluate now the Fourier transform of GR(t, a, m2, n) in the 
second region, it is in the interior of the forward cone. 
We have, by putting in the formula (I, 2; 2), 
p2 = ?*m{x’ + ... + xi-, -(x0 + iEyo)2], 
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with E > 0 and J’~ < 0, 
[G,l(t, a, m*,n)] = 2”(2H)‘“-*“* m”+‘n-2)‘2 (I, 3; 6) 
K 
x 
a+‘n_2),2{mei’n’2)(x~-.x:- . . . -xi-,)“*} 
el’n/*)‘Q+(“-2,/*)((X~--X:- ... -x;m,)k’2}a+‘n-2M2 ’ 
where -x~--~~- ... -xi-, > 0, x0 > 0. 
Now let the third region be the interior of the backward cone. Therefore, it 
follows that 
[GCb(f, (r, m*, n)]“ = 2”(2fl)‘“-*“* mat’n-2v2 (I, 3; 7) 
K 
X a+(n-2,i2ime 
-iCn/*)(x; - x; - . . . - x;- ,)I12 t 
e -i'~/2)'a+cn-2)/2)~(x~-~~- ... -xf,_,)V2~a+(fl-2V2 ' 
where .Y: - XI - ... -x-, > 0, x0 < 0. 
We shall evaluate the Fourier transform of G,(I, (x, m2, n) in the 
neighborhood of 1 x0 1 = (xi + . . . + xi _ ,)“*. 
We begin by remembering the well-known asymptotic formula, valid for 
s -+ 0 (cf. formula (AM, 2; 6) of the Appendix). 
K,(s)- 2”-‘I-(v)s-“. (I. 3; 8) 
We have, taking into account formula (I, 3; 8), 
K a+tn-z,,2(mp)- 2a+‘n-2”2-‘T (a + q) (mp)-“+‘“-*“*.(I, 3; 9) 
By substituting (I, 3; 9) into (I, 2; 2), we obtain, 
t(G~(t,a,m’,n)] = 2 Zn+'n-4)/2(2n)'n-*)/*r (a I n; 2) p-2~a+~n-2V2), 
(I, 3; 10) 
for the values of 1 x,,J in the neighborhood of lx,, 1 = (XT + . . . + xi- ,)“‘. 
To evaluate the Fourier transform of GR(f, (r, m2, n) in the neighborhood 
of 1 x0 1 = (.Y: + . . . + xi _ ,)I’*, we shall consider the limit 
lim p* = *‘. +x;-, -(x0 + iyOe)*} 
y-0 
lj: Nd + 
‘S<O’ ‘c >O.S,<O’ 
in formula (I, 3; 10). 
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We get 
[I+@, a, &, n)]” = 22a+‘n-4)‘2 pq’“-Z’q- (a ) ‘I ; 2 ) (I, 3: 11) 
X lim(x: + 
c-0 
. . . +,y;-, - (,y, + i~loE)2t--“+‘“.-*)‘*. 
We remark that in formula (I, 3; 11) appears T(a + (n - 2)/2), this 
function has simple poles if 
n-2 
a+-= = 2 -1, 1 0, 1, 2 ,... . (I. 3; 12) 
The distribution 
j-4 + . . . ++y;-, - (syo +&oE)*}-u++(” -2);: (I. 3; 13) 
was studied by Vladimirov [ 3, formulas (136), p. 298, and (138), p. 299 1. 
According to whether 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is even or odd, the distribution is 
of the form 
{.yf + . . . fxim, -(,y, + <yoE)*}-‘n+“‘-*)fQ’ 
= (-1) a+‘n-z,:zpf ivy; + . . . +wy;m; -ey;}“+‘n-*);* 
- i17 sgn x0 
p+‘~l-yx; + ... + wx;-, _ ,$) 
(a + (n - 2)/2 - l)! * (I, 3; 14) 
if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is even. and 
{XI + ... +-y~-, _ (x0- iO)?}~‘~+Ol~?)‘?l (I. 3: 15) 
= [~(Q)Q]-'u+(~-Z)!~I- i(-l)a+n;Z-?:2 sgnxo[~(-~)(-~)]-~~+~n-?~ ?), 
if 2(a + (12 - 2)/2) is odd. 
Here we have put 
(x - iO)-’ 3 lim (x - its)-‘. 
c-0 
Q=x:+ ... +x.., 4;. 
B(Q) = 1, if Q > 0. 
= 0. if Q < 0. 
(I. 3; 16) 
(1.3; 17) 
(I. 3; 18) 
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sgnx,= 1, if x0 > 0, 
= -1, if x0 < 0. 
(I. 3; 19) 
Pf = finite part. 
We remark that the finite part of {x: + ... + xi-, - x~}-(~~(~-‘)“) which 
appears in formula (I, 3; 14) vanishes in the region Ix,,/ = (xi + . . . + ~f-,)‘;~. 
Finally we have, from (I. 3; 11) and (I, 3; 14) and the previous remark, 
that 
[I+@, (r, m2, n)],’ = z2” +‘n-J’iZ (2fl)‘“-9- (a + 23 
(-l)insgnx, 
x (a + (n - 2)/2 - l)! s(Q) 
(a+ln-2)/2-l), (I, 3; 20) 
if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is even. 
From (I, 3: 11) and (I, 3; 15) it results 
[G&, a. m2. n)] = 22” +“-.I”’ (a7)‘“-2”2r (a + 33 (I, 3; 21) 
x ([e(~)~]-(u+(n-2);2)_i(-l)"+l~2)-(3/2) sgnx,[~(-Q)(-Q)]-Cat'n-2h'2)~. 
if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is odd. 
Therefore, by adding the results (I, 3; 5), (I. 3; 6), (I, 3; 7), (I, 3; 20) or 
(I, 3 ; 2 I), we obtain 
[G,(& a, m2, 41. 
+ p?(217)‘“-2”2 mQtcn-2)‘20(-Q) 8(x,) 
+ 2”(217)‘“-2”2 ,=+(“-2’~2(g(-Q) e(-x,) 
X 
+ 
2”+(“-4)‘2(217)‘“-2”2 AT(a + (n - 2)/2)(-1)i sgnx, 
(a + (n - 2)/2 - l)! 
x S(Q) (n+(n-ZMZ~l) 3 (I, 3; 22) 
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if2(a+(n-2)/2)isevenandQ=xi+...+xi-,-xi,and 
[G&, a, m*, n)]“ 
+ 2”(2L7)‘“-2”2 m a+‘n-2”26’(-Q) B(x,) 
+ 2a(217)fn-2)12 mat(n-2)~2e(-Q) e(-x,) 
+ 22a+(n--j)/2(2n)(n-2)/2r a + 
( G) 
x {[e(Q)Q]-‘U+‘P*‘/*’ _ i(-l)“t’“l*‘-‘3/*’ 
x sgn x,,[e(-Q)(-Q)] -‘a+‘n-2)““), (I, 3; 23) 
if 2(or + (n - 2)/2) is odd and Q=x: + ..a +xf,-, -xi. 
1.4. Equivalent Expressions of the Fourier Transform of G,(t, a. m*, n) 
We shall give in this section an equivalent expression of formulas 
(I, 3; 22) and (I, 3; 23). 
We begin by remembering that 
w xd(Q) (at(n~4)/2)=~Ch(Q)(at("-4)i*)_~Cr(~)(a+(n--4)/2). (I, 4; 1) 
We also know that (cf. [9, p. 5, Vol. II, formulas (14)]) that 
K,,(z) = ~i17ei(l/*‘““H1’)(rei(“/*)), (I, 4; 2) 
and 
K,,(z) = _ fine-i(l/2’t’“Ha)(ze-i(~/*)), (I, 4; 3) 
where 
H!.“(z) = J,(z) + iY,.(z), (I, 4; 4) 
HI.*‘(z) = J,,(z) - iY,,(z), (I, 4; 5) 
where 
m (-1)“(z/2)2”tL 
J”(Z) = F- 
,x0 m! T(m + v + 1) ’ (I, 4; 6) 
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U,,(z) = (sin vfl)-‘[J,,(z) cos un-- J-,(z)]. (114; 7) 
From (1,4; 2) and (I, 4; 3), with v = (x + (n - 2)/2 and z = m(-Q)“‘, we 
have 
K a+fn-2),2k- i(~*)m(-Q)l/* 1 
= +il7e i(d*)(a+(n-*)/2)pI) a+cn-~v~[m(-Q)~‘~l (I, 4; 8) 
and 
K a+(n-*v* ie ‘mm,(-Q)“‘~ 
= - +ifle- i(NZ)(a+(n-2MZ)H(Z) a+w2,/2Lm(-Q)‘“l. (4 4; 9) 
By substituting into the second and the third summands of the right-hand 
members of (1, 3; 22) and (1, 3; 23) the functions 
K a++2,,2ie- icn’2’m(-Q)“2} and K,+(n-2,,2{ei(“‘2)m(-Q)“2} by their 
equivalent equations (I, 4; 8) and (I. 4; 9), we obtain 
[G,(f, a, in*, n)l” 
= 2”(2~)‘” - 2L2 ma + (n-2)/2g(Q) “=;;,,;;;:‘(;~~j2’* 1 
+ 2”(2ZI)‘“-*)I* m a+(n-2Mze-icn12)(a+cn-2)/2) 
X (- 4) ine- i(d2Hu t(n-2V2) 
H’2’ n+cn-2),2~m(-Q)"2~ 
’ @-Q) ‘(‘0) [(-Q)1/2]U+(n-2,,2 
+ 2”(217)‘n-2’/2 ma+(n-2M2ei(n/2)(a+-(n-z)/2) . Len 
2l e 
i(n/*)kz+(n-2k2) 
x 0(-Q) 6(-xo) Hi-%.-2,,2~m(-Q)"21 [ (-Q)1/2]U +(,I -2)/2 
+ 2*u+(n-4”*(2n)‘n-*l*(-in) 
x l4-b(Q) (a+(n-4)/2) _ ,jf(Q)(U+(n-4)/Z,], (I, 4; 10) 
+ 0(-Q) 8(x,) 2”(217)‘“-*“* m at(n-2)/2e-i~~/Z)~a+~n-2~i2) 
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x (-f)iHe- i(n/Z)(a+(n-2)/2) Hhz:,n-2,,,W-Q)“‘l 
+ e(-Q)e(-x,)2Q(2n)(n-?)i2 ,~t+cn-2)/2ei(n/2)(at(n~2).'2) 
X fil7e i(lI/2)(at(n-2)/2b 
H’ 1’ ,t+z,,z(m(-Q>“2) 
+ 2” t(n-4V2(2n)(np2N2r 
(a+?) 
x ([e(Q)Q]-(ut(n-2)i2) _ i(_l)“+(“/2)-(3/2’ 
x sgn x,[0(-Q)(-Q)J -‘a+(n-2’,‘2’}, (64; 11) 
if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) isoddandQ=x~+...+x~-,-xi. 
II. PARTICULAR CASES OF FORMULAS (1,4; 10) AND (1,4;11) 
II. 1. The Fourier Transform of GR(fr u = 0, m’, n = 4) 
If we put a = 0, n = 4 in (I, 4; 10) we get 
[GR(f, a = 0, m2, n = 4)],’ = [dcb(u -m’)],’ 
= S(Q) 2ZZm K”(iFi”” 




) Jf'?{m(-Q)"2 I 
(-Q)‘j2 1 + 2n2iPc,(Q> -&,(Q)l. (II, 1; 1) 
Formula (II, 1; 1) coincides with formula (5.21) in [ 10, p. 1411. 
11.2. The Fourier Transform of GR(t, a = 1, m2, n) 
If we put a = 1 in (I, 2; l), we obtain 
GR(f, a = 1, m2, n) = 1, 
= 0, 
if u - rn’ > 0 and to > 0, 
if r belongs to the complementary set. 
(II. 2; 1) 
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Formula (II, 2; 1) defines the characteristic function of the volume 
bounded by the forward sheet of the hyperboloid u = m2. 
We shall evaluate its Fourier transform. Putting a = 1 in formulas 
(I, 4; 10) and (I, 4; 1 l), we get 
[G,(r, a = 1. m2, n)],’ 
= e(Q) 2(217)‘“-2”2 m”” K,,1 m(Q)"'\ 
(Q’/‘}“/’ 
- (2n)‘“-‘“2 2’“-2)/2in[6,~Q)((n-2”2) _ ,c,(Q)((n-2)/2)), 
if n is even and 
(II, 2; 2) 
[GR(f, a = 1, m2, n)]” 
= e(Q) 2(2ff)‘“-2)/2 mt!,2 K$@$2 1 
- 0(-Q) ,9(x,)(2n)(“-?)/2 mW2ine-i(n/2)n ff!!i H-Q)"' 1 
N-Q>"'~"" 
+ 2”“(2fl)‘“-2”2r + { [@Q)Q]-“’ 
c 1 
_ i(-1)(“-3)/2 sgnx,[e(-Q)(-Q)1-"/2}, 
if n is odd. 
(II, 2; 3) 
11.3. The Fourier Transform of GR(rr a = -k, m2, n) = 6Lk’(u - m’) 
By putting a = -k in formula (I, 2; 1) and taking into account the formula 
(cf. [ill) 
(II, 3; 1) 
where k = 0, 1, 2 ,..,, we obtain 
GR(t, a = -k, m’, n) = SLk’(u - m’). (II, 3; 2) 
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We shall evaluate the Fourier transform of the derivative of k-order of the 
delta on the hyperboloid by putting a = -k in formulas (I, 4; 10) and 
(1,4; 11). 
Therefore, we have, if -2k + n - 2 is an even number, 
[G&, a = -k, d, n)]” 
= [gyu - m*>y 
= e(Q) 2-k(2ny2)/2 m-kt(n-2)/2 ~-k+~n-2,,2~“@)‘2~ 
((Q)'/2}-ktb-2)/Z 
+ ,y(-Q) ,g(x,) 2-k(2n)fn-2)/2 m~kt(n-2"2e-i"(-k+~n~2).'2j 




x $Z H'L:+cn-2,,21m(-Q)"2t 
+ 2~2k+(n-4)/2(2n)(n-ZYZ(_jn) sgnx,6(~)‘-k+(n-J)/?). 
(II, 3; 3) 
If -2k + n - 2 is odd, we have 
(G&, a = -k, m2r n)}.’ 
= [s~k’(u - m2)],’ 
= S(Q) 2-k(q’n-2l2 m-k+(n-2)/2 ~-kt,n-wb@)u2t 
[(,)1/2]-k+(n-2)/Z 
-0(-Q) 0(x,,) 2-k-‘(2L7’“P2”2 m -k+(n~2)iZe~i”‘-k+(n-2)i2)in 
H”:t,n-,,zlm(-Q)“2 t
' [(-Q)1/2]-kt(n-2)/2 




x [(e(Q)Q}-‘-k+(n-Z)/Z) + ein(-k+tn-2V2) 
x sgn x0(0(-Q)(-Q)t-‘-k”“-2)‘2)]. (II, 3; 4) 
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Remark. Formula (II, 3; 4) requires, for its validity, that 
n-2 
-k+2#-l, 1 = 0, l,...; (II, 3; 5) 
and this condition always is verified because n is odd. 
III. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF G,(t,m=O,a, n)=u;-‘/r(a) 
We shall consider the particular case of formula (I, 2; 1) when m = 0, we 
get 
a-l 




if u > 0 and t, > 0, 
= 0, if t belongs to the complementary set. 
The Laplace transform of the function defined by (II, 4; 1) is, taking into 
account formula (II, 4; 6) of [7, p. 131, 
L [ GR(fr m = 0. a, n)] 
= (2n)‘“-2’/2 ptln-4M2p-2a+2-nr a + ( q) , (III, 1; 2) 
valid if 
n-2 
a+ -# -1, 
2 
I = 0, l,... . (III, 1; 3) 
To evaluate the Fourier transform of GR(f, m = 0, a, n) we shall proceed 
as before, that is to say, passing to the limit (in S’), on the Laplace 
transform, for y + 0, where 4’ E V- . 
We obtain (E > 0, y,, < 0) 
[GR(f, m = 0, a, n)]:’ 
= p7)‘“-2”2 ptcn-4v2~ (a+?) 
x I)$ {xi + . . . +xft-, -(x0 +iyo~)2}(-2af2-nM2. (III, 1;4) 
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Taking into account [3, formulas (136) p. 298, and (138). p. 2991, we 
obtain 
[G,(t, m = 0, a, n)]” = (2#“4’? 22”+(“-4)/2r ( q) a + 
X 1 ( -;F- 2), sgn x,&Q)‘” +(nP4)i2’ 
a+n 
+ (-~)at(n~2V2 pf 1 
C-Q, I 
n+(n-2)/2 ' 
if 2a + n - 2 is even, and 
[GR(t, m = 0, a, n)]” 
=(2fl)'"-2N2 22a+(nvlKZl- (a+?) 
x ([e(Q)Q]~(U+rv/2-3/2)-~i?_i(_l)a+~?-3/2 
x sgnx,[8(-Q)(-Q)]-‘“f”/2-3’2’-“2}, 
(III, 1; 5) 
(III, 1; 6) 
if 2a - 2 + n is odd. 
IV. PARTICULAR CASES OFTHE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF G,(t,m=O. a,n) 
IV.l. The Fourier Transform of G,(t, a = 1, m = 0, n). The Characteristic 
Function of the Volume Bounded by the Forrvard Cone 
We shall consider two particular cases of formulas (III, 1; 5) and 
(III, 1; 6) when a = 1 and a = -k. 
We begin by remembering that the function GR(t, a, m’, n) is, for a = 1. 
m = 0, the characteristic function of the volume bounded by the forward 
cone: 
GR(tr a = 1, m = 0, n) = 1, if u > 0, t, > 0, 
= 0, if t belongs to the complementary set. 
(IV. 1; 1) 
and, for a = -k, we get 
GR(t, a = -k, m = 0, n) = @j(u). (IV. 1; 2) 
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By putting OL = 1 in formulas (III, 1; 5) and (III, 1; 6), we obtain 
IGR(t, m = 0, a = 1, n)],’ 
xi -iZI 1 (n,2 _ l>! sgn xc&Q)“““‘-” + C-l>“/’ Pf (4)“’ 
I 
, (Iv, 1; 3) 
if n is even, and 
[GR(f, m = 0, cx = I. n)]~’ 
x ([e(Q)(Q)] -“’ - i(-1)n’2-“2 sgn ~uo[~(-Q)(-Q)]~“‘}, (IV, I 
if n is odd. 
IV.2. The Fourier Transform of GR(f, a = -k, m = 0, n) = d:“(u) 
Putting a = -k in (III, 1; 5) and (III, 1; 6), we get 
[GR(f, m = 0, a = -k. n)]” 
= [6;k’(u)]” 









C-Q)- i k+(n-2)/2 ’ 
(IV, 2; 1) 
where n is even and -k + (n - 2)/2 f -1, I = 0, l....; and 
[GR(f, m = 0, a = -k, n)lz’ 
= [6;k’(u)]“ 
= (2~)0-23”’ 2- 2k+fn-4VZr -k ; 
( 
12 - 2 
2 
1 
x {[s(Q)(Q)]~‘-k+ni2-.1/2)-lL!Z _ i(_l)-k+n/2-2/‘2 
x sgn ~~[e(-Q)(-Q)]-(-k+“2-3/‘)-‘/‘}, (IV. 2; 2) 
where n is odd. 
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Formulas (IV, 1; 5) and (IV, 1; 6), putting k = 0 and dividing by (ZH)+‘. 
coincide with formulas (142), p. 300, of [3]. 
V 
V. 1. Equivalence of [Si”‘(u - m’)]“, when n = 4, k = 0 
with the Formulas Due to Lavoine and Schwartz 
Putting a = 0, n = 4 in (II, 3; 3), we obtain 





) ff!"lm(-Q)"2 1 
I 
(-Q)‘/’ * 
(V, 1; 1) 
By substituting, in the right-hand member of (V, 1; l), the functions Zf:” 
and H’i2’ by their equivalent expressions (I, 4; 4) and (I, 4; 5), with z = 
m(-Q)“’ and remembering that 
19(x,) - 0(-x,) = sgn x0, (V, 1; 2) 
and 
e(x,) + e(-x0) = 1; (V, 1; 3) 
we obtain 
[6,(u - m’)]” = 0(Q) 2Z7m K1’n$)“21 - 2l7’i sgn x,6(Q) 
+ 8(-Q) ZZ*mi sgn x0 J, (m(-Q)"') 
C-Q>" 
+ e(-Q) n2m Y, im(-Q)"'/ , 
C-Q)"' 
(V. 1; 4) 
where J,(z) and Y,(z) are defined by formulas (I, 4; 6) and (I, 4; 7). 
Formula (V, 1; 4) is equivalent to the formula due to Lavoine [2, p. 631. 
Formula (V, 1; 4) coincides, also, with the formula due to Vladimirov [3, 
pp. 86-881. 
Formula (V, 1; 4) is equivalent to the formula (15.10), [ 13, p. 1261. 
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Finally, we remark that formula (V, 1; 1) is equivalent to a formula due to 
Constantinescu [17, p. 121. formula (11.55)]. 
V.2. The Fourier Transform of GA(tr a, m2, n) 
We define the n-dimensional function 
G,(t, a, m2, n) = (’ ;:;“-I 
a 
= (u - m2)“-’ 
r(a) ’ 
if u-m’>Oandt,<O, 
= 0, if t belongs to the complementary set. 
Here m is a real nonnegative number and a is a complex parameter. 
Taking into account formula (II, 4; 5) and the final phrase of II.6 of [7], 
we have 
t[G,(t, a, m2, n)] = 2”(217)‘“-2”2 ma’cn-2”2p-P+‘“-2y2K,+,n-2~,2(mp)r 
w, 2 2) 
where Im z,, =y,, > 0. 
We shall evaluate the Fourier transform of GA(t, a, m2, n) in the same 
manner as we evaluate the Fourier transform of G,(t, a, m2, n), in this case, 
lim p2 = ljz {xi + 
y-0 
-** +x;-* - (x,+&E)‘}, (V. 2; 3) 
ysv+ 
where E > 0 and y, > 0. 
Therefore, we obtain 
[ G,(t, a, m2, n)l,’ 
= e(Q) 2”(217)‘“-2”2 m=+(n-2)/2 K a+cn-2,i2kNQ)"2~ 
[(Q),2]6+tn-2,/2 










+ 22”+(“-4)/2(2n)(“-ZMZ in sgn xo~(Q)(Q+(n-4V2), (V, 2; 4) 
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if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is even, and 
[G,At, a, m2, n)l;’ 
= &j(Q) 2”(2Jiy?“2 ,cztcn-2,/2 K ot,n-2,,2hW)“2~ 
(Ql/Z)ot(n-2,/? 
+ 0(-Q) ,LJx,) 2U(217)‘“-2’i2 ma+(n-?)/2 





f2 2a+(n-4)/2(2n)(n-2)/2r + (a q) 
x ([e(-~)(-~)]-(“+(fl-2)~2) _ e-i(W2)(ct+cnm2V2b 
x sgnx,[B(Q)Q]-‘“““-“‘“}. (V, 2; 5) 
if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is odd. 
V.3. An Equivalent Expression of the Fourier Transform of G,4(t, u. m’, n) 
We shall express formulas (V, 2; 4) and (V, 2; 5) in a different manner. 
Taking into account formulas (I. 4; 8) and (I, 4; 9), it follows that 
[GA@, a, m2, n)l” 
+ 0(-Q) e(x,) ‘JU(217)‘“-2)/2 ma+(fl-2)!2tinein(U+(n-2’:2’ 
+ 0(-Q) e(-x,) 2U(‘Jfl)(n-2)/2 ,Rt(fl-2)/2(- 4) ine-in(U+ln-?I12) 
H’2’ a+cn-2,,2P+Q)"21 
x [(-Q)1/2]U+((P2,2, + A(a, n, Q), (V, 3; 1) 
where 
A(a, n, Q) = 2 Za+tn-J)/2(2n)(n-Z).i2 insgnx,6(Q)‘“t’“-J”“, (V, 3: 2) 
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if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is even, and 
A(a, n, Q) = p+(n-w (217)cn-2)/2([B(-~)(-~)]-(~+(“~2)~2) 
-e -in(U++cn-2)/2, sgnx,[e(Q)Q]-‘“+‘“-2’/2’, (V. 3; 3) 
if 2(a + (n - 2)/2) is odd. 
VA. Equivalence of [Sy’(u - m2)],‘, when n = 4, k = 0 
with the Formula Due to Bogoliubov and Chirkov 
Putting a = 0, n = 4 in (V, 3; 1) and (V, 3; 2), we obtain 
[S,(u - m’)]” = e(Q) 2Zh K, WQ)"'l Q,,2 
+ 0(-Q) 0(x,)(-i) ZZ’m “~$$)“” 
+ 0(-Q) 0(-x,) il7’m ““)(!$$)“‘) 
+ 2l7’i sgn x,, 6( Q). (V, 4; 1) 
Formula (V, 4; 1) coincides with formula (5.20), p. 141, of [lo]. 
By substituting the functions Hi” and H’i2’ by their equivalent expressions 
(I, 4; 4) and (I, 4; 5) and dividing both members of (V, 4; 1) by (21Z)3i, we 
get 
I 
e(Q) . K, [m(Q)'i21 = - * ml Q w 
R-Q) + &wxd(Q) -r sgn xg 4 [m(-Q)"2l (-Q)'/' 
R-Q) . Y, M-Q)"') 
--iii? (-Q)‘/’ ’ 
Formula (V, 5; 1) is equivalent to formula (15. lo), [ 12, P. 1261. 
VI 
(V, 4; 2) 
VI. 1. The Fourier Transform of a Marcel Riesz Kernel W(t, a, m2, n) 
We shall consider the following functions of the family R introduced by 
Riesz [4, p. 171 (cf. also [5, p. 89; 1, p. 179; and 6, p. 721): 
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Wk a, m2, n) 
w2uYnv4 
,ol- 2M22(2a + n - 2’l”qa/q J k-“V2Gm if tEr+, 
(VI, 1; 1) 
= 0, if t&r+. 
Here a is a complex parameter, m a real nonnegative number and n the 
dimension of the space. 
W(t, a, m2, n), which is an ordinary function if Re a > n, is an entire 
distributional function of a. 
The Laplace transform of W(r, a, m2, n) is, taking into account formula 
(II, 1; 3) of [7, p. lo], 
L[ W(t, a, m’, n)] = (p’ + m2)-,/‘. (VI, 1; 2) 
This formula is valid for Re a > 2n - 4 and Rep > 0, this last condition 
effectively holds as a consequence of our assumption that z E T- . From this. 
p2 + m2 never vanishes and we conclude, by appealing to the principle of 
analytical in continuation, that (VI, 1; 2) is valid for every a. 
We remember that 
p2 = z; + .*a +z;-, -z;. (VI, 1; 3) 
To evaluate the Fourier transform of W(t, a, m2, n) we proceed in a 
manner analogous to that of the previous paragraphs. Therefore, we obtain 
[ W(t, a, m2, n)J” = t9(Q)(Q + m2)-ni2 + 0(-Q) 0(x,) e-in’u”‘(-Q + m’)-“‘2 
+ et-Q) @t-x,) e ‘m/2)(-Q + m2)-‘a’2’, (VI, 1; 4) 
where Q=x:+ . . . +.&,-xi. 
VI.2. Particular Case of [ W(t, a, m2, n)], when m = 0 and the 
Equivalence with a Formula Due to Schwartz 
Putting m = 0 in formula (VI, 1; I), we obtain (cf. [7, formula (II, 3; l), 
P. 111) 
ub -nb? 
W(ha,m=O,n)=R,(u)= H,(a) , if rEr+, 
(VI, 2; 1) 
if t&r+. 
Here we have put 
H,(a) = n(n-2N22a-‘r AL r (2) (a-;+2). WI,2;2) 
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The R,(u) were introduced by Riesz [5, p. 3 11. We obtain the Laplace 
transform of R,(u) by putting m = 0 in (VI, 1; 2), we arrive at the formula 
L[R,(u)] = @2)-d2. (VI, 2; 3) 
We obtain the Fourier transform of R,(u) immediately, putting m = 0 in 
(VI, 1; 4). 
It follows that 
(R,(u)]” = B(Q) Q-“/’ + 0(-Q) 0(x,) e-in(d2)(-Q)-ai2 
+ 19(-Q) 0(-x,) ei”‘a’2)(-Q)-ai2. (VI, 2; 4) 
Formula (VI, 2; 4) coincides with formula (VII, 7; 8) [ 1, p. 2641. 
Remark. Formulas (VI, 1; 4) and (VI, 2; 4) must be interpreted in 
different ways according to whether a is, or is not, an exceptional value. 
In this section we obtain the formulas in the case that a is not an excep- 
tional value. The particular case when a is an exceptional value will be 
studied in Sections XI-XIII. 
VII 
VII.1. The Fourier Transform of G(t, a, m2, n) = GR(t, a, m', n) + 
G,&, a, m2. n) 
We shall define the function G(& a, m*, n) by 
G(t, a, m2, n) z‘ GR(tr a, m*, n) + G,(t, a, m2, n), (VII, 1; 1) 
where G, and G, are defined by formulas (I, 2; 1) and (V, 2; l), respectively. 
Its Fourier transform will be evaluated by adding the Fourier transforms 
of G, and G,. 
Therefore we have, taking into account (I, 4; 10) ((I, 4; 11)) and (V, 3; 1) 
((V, 3; 2)), the formula 
where 
[ G(t, a, m*, n)]” = A + B + C, (VII, 1; 2) 
A zz (j(Q) 2”+‘(2fl)‘“-2”2 
mu+tn-2v2 
(Q,2),+,.-2,,2 K+0-2,/2{mQ”*L (VII, 1; 3) 










(VII. 1; 5) 
Remembering that the following formulas are valid (cf. formulas (9), p. 4, 
19, vol. II; 11, 289-2901): 
H”’ -,a+~n-2~,2,[m(-Q)1’2] = ei’“C’“-2”2’“H~~~n_2~,2[m(-Q)“2], (VII, 1: 6) 
H%+w2~i2, [m(-Q)“‘] = e-i’“f’“~2”2’“~~~,n_2~,2[m(-Q)‘~2], (VII, 1; 7) 
K a++2,,2[m(Q - Q”‘l = Ka+(n-~(mQ"~) 
(Q _ iO)(u2)kX+(P2)/2) (Q1/2)Q+(n-2)/2 
17 . H(ll,+cn-z,,z,(m(-Q)“‘) 
+T' [(-Q)'/2]at(n-2)/2 ' (VII, 1; 8) 
K attn-2,12[m(Q +iO)“21 = K,t,,-2,i2(mQ"2) 
(Q + i0) ('/2)(at(n-ZM2) (,'/2)Qt,,-2)/l 
~7 . H%+,,-2,,.2,(m(-Q)“2) 
---I 
2 [(-Q)1!2]"+'"-2"2 ' 
(VII, 1: 9) 
Taking into account formulas (VII, 1; 6)-(VII, 1; 9) we finally obtain 
[G,(L a, m2, n)]>’ (VII, 1; 10) 
= pp7)'"-2'!2 mLltcn-2,i2 
K 
X 
a+(n-2K2W(Q - iO)“‘t + Ka+(n-2J,2(m(Q + W”” t 
(Q - iO> (V2)(a+(n-2)/2) <Q + i0) I (l/Z)(a+(n-Z)/Z) * 
VII.2. The Particular Cases of [G(t, a, m2, n)] when a = 0 and m = 0. 
The Equivalence between the [6(u - m’)],” due to Gelfand and Our 
Formula 
Putting a = 0 in formula (VII, 1; 10) we obtain 
[ G(t, a = 0, m2, n)],’ 
= [/j(u _ m’)]“ = p ImN2 - ‘fl”‘- ’ 
I K X ,,,-,{m(Q - iO)‘i2t + K,,_,(m(Q + iO)li2t [(Q _ i())‘/2]d2-’ [(Q + iO)“2]w2-’ I ’ (VII, 2; 1) 
Formula (VII, 2; 1) coincides with formula (7), p. 294, of [ 111. 
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Remarks. (1) Putting m = 0 in formula (VII, 2; 1) we obtain 
(2) We can also obtain the Fourier transform of GR(r, a, m = 0, n) by 
putting, directly, m = 0 in the Laplace transform of GR(t, a, m, n), 
VIII 
VIII.1. The Equivalence between the [S~“‘(U)]~’ Due to 
Methke and Our Formula, when n Is Even 
In this section we shall prove the equivalence between the Fourier 
transform of 8k)(u) (when k is a regular or a singular point) due to Methee 
[ 14. p. 1561 and our formulas (IV, 2; 1) and (IV, 2; 2). 
Methie [ 14. p. 156. formula (5.5)] proves that, for k f. I ‘= ((n - 2)/2, 
12/2. (n + 2)/2 . . . . . (n - 2)/2 + h, h = 0, l,...; n even} and II even the following 
formulas are valid: 
(Hk,).l = (-I)‘“-2’!2+k ,,q2(n, k) 02-n+2k, 
(Hk_).\ = _i2”-2-Zkn”ZH(“-J)iZ-k. 
(VIII, 1; 1) 
(VIII. 1; 2) 
where 
v2(n, k) = ZZ (n~2)i22”~2-2k~ (n; 2 k) , 
\ L 
(VIII, 1; 3) 
Hk, = Hk + Hk. 
a Zm=Py +PE, 
if m is even, and 
a Zm=p: -py, 
if m is odd, where 
P=u=x&x~--~~-.x~~,. 
(VIII, 1; 4) 
(VIII, 1; 5) 
(VIII, 1; 6) 
(forward cone), 
(backward cone) 
(VIII. 1; 7) 
(VIII, 1; 8) 
(VIII, 1; 9) 
409.84.1-7 
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From (VIII, 1; 4) we have 
Hk = +(H+ + H- 1. (VIII, 1; 10) 
From (VIII, 1; l), (VIII, 1; 2) and (VIII, 1; 10) we obtain, if n is euen and 
k#. I ; 
[Hk].~ = (~(_l)(n-2)/2+k v2(n, k) 02-nt2k _ i2”-2-2kn~“?H’“-J)iZ-kJ. 
(VIII, 1: 1 1) 
Taking into account (VIII, 1; 3), it must be -k + (n - 2)/2 # -I, k, I = 
0, 1) 2 ,...’ and also, 2(-k + (n - 2)/2) even, which implies n even. 
Formula (VIII, 1; 11) can be explicitly written 
(2 -n t 2k)lZ x [P+ + p(2-n+2kV2 1 
- i2 n-2-2k17nlz[~~~-JMZ-k) _ ,((M/2-ky (VIII, ,; 12) 
Formula (VIII, 1; 12), due to Methee, which expresses the derivative of k 
order of the delta on the cone, when n is even, coincides (taking into account 
(I, 4; 1) and (VIII, 1; 7)) with our formula (IV, 2; 1). 
VI11.2. The Equivalence between the [Sk”‘(u)]” Due to 
Methie and Our Formula, when n is Odd 
Here, we shall prove the equivalence between the formula due to Methee 
[ 14, p. 156, formula (5.5)] an our formula (IV, 2; 2) which expresses the d 
Fourier transform of the derivative of k-order of the delta on the cone, when 
n is odd. 
Methee’s formula says 
[H”];’ = i(v2(n, k)[.-3 ‘-n+2k + i(-l)‘“-““2tk SLPn+2k]t, (VIII, 2; 1) 
where 
v2(n, k) = fl(n--ZWy--2--Zk +$-k), (VIII,2;2) 
.? coincides with the distribution QL (cf. [ 11, p. 269, formula (47)]): 
,y 2-n+2k = Q(2-n+2k)l2, 
Q=x; + ... +x;-, -xi, 
(VIII, 2; 3) 
(VIII, 2; 4) 
S2-nt2k _ SZ-nt2k -ST-ni2k - - (VIII, 2; 5) 
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= 0(-Q) /j(x,)(-Q)“-“+ 2k”2 - 0(-Q) 6(-x,)(-Q)” -” + 2k”2. 
(VIII, 2; 6) 
With our notation formula (VIII, 2; 1) says 
[&“‘(u)]A = ,(fl-U/22”-3-*kr (q-k) 
x {S(Q) ,,2h+2kV2 + f(-l)‘“-‘)f2+k[,q-~) @&Q)‘-“+2”2+2k 
- t9(-Q) 8(-x,)(-Q)‘-” t2”2+2k]}, (VIII, 2; 7) 
whennisoddandk#.I‘={(n-2)/2+h,h=O,l,...}. 
Taking into account that 0(x,) - 0(-x,) = sgn xt,, the coincidence 
between the formula (VIII, 2; 7) due to MethCe and our formula (IV, 2; 2), is 
evident. 
VIII.3. The Equivalence between the Fourier Transform of a Power 
of the Cone Due to MethPe and Our Formula 
In this section we shall prove the equivalence between the formula due to 
Methee [ 14, p. 162, formula (7.7)] an our formula (III, 1; 6), which express d 
the Fourier transform of a power of the cone. 
We write, as does Methee, 
sp = uPf2, (VIII, 3; 1) 
u > 0, ?cO > 0, p positive integer. 
In our notation this is 
sP=r (F)GR (t.+=O,n). (VIII,3;2) 
By multiplying the both members of (III, 1; 6) by r((p + 2)/2) and 
putting a = (p + 2)/2, it results 
[Sp],‘= [r (F)GR (t,q,m=O,n)]” 
=2”+p-ln’“2”2=(P:n)T(P:2) 
(VIII, 3; 3) 
X [e(Q) Q-""-"' - i(-l)p'2t~2-1/2 sgnx,e(-Q)(-Q)-“2-~2], 
where p + n is odd. 
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Formula (VIII, 3; 3) coincides with formula (7.7), of [ 14. p. 1621 due to 
Methee, which says: 
[~p]-~=+A(n,p) j-iS”‘sin(n+p)~ 
Iz +S,“-Pcos(n+p)-+-2 -n-p 1 
2 I 
(VIII, 3; 4) 
where 
S: = Sk + p = 0(+)(-Q)'"', 
where Sk and S’( are defined by (VIII, 2; 6) and .? p by (VIII, 2: 3). 
IX 
1X.1. The Fourier Transform of Sik)(u), in the 
Singular Points (k = (n - 2)/2 + h. h = 0, I,...) 
In this section we shall evaluate the Fourier transform of J:‘(u), when 
k E I _ = ((n - 2)/2 + h, h = 0, l,... }. 
We start by writing formula (IV, 2; 1): 





Q- k+(n-2U2 ’ 
(IX, 1; 1) 
where Q=x~+...+x~_,-x~. This formula is valid when 2(-k + 
(n - 2)/2) is even, which implies n even, and -k + (n - 2)/2 # -h. 
h = 0, l,... . 
We shall evaluate (IX, 1; 1) in the singular points, that is to say when 
kE. i’: 
(IX, 1; 2) 





(IX, 1; 3) 
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Then. we have 
&Q)‘pk+(n-41,0) =6(Q)‘-1-h) = .n”: l). (IX. 1; 4) 
Now, we shall study the second summand of the right-hand member of 
(IX, 1; 1) when kE.I, 
To do this we shall first evaluate &“(u - m’) when k = (n - 2)/2 + h, 
h = 0, I,... and then we shall pass to the limit for m -+ 0. 
We begin by considering the following formula due to Gelfand’ (cf. [ 11, 
p. 294. formula (6)]) 
[#m’)(m2 + Q)].j = (-l)t+l 2M2-tnW2-rmn/2-r (IX, 1; 5) 
X 
I 
Kv-,lm(Q - iO)“21 + Kni2-,[m(Q + io)“‘] 1 
(Q _ j())“2’“/2-f’ (Q + iO)llZ(N2-t) \ ’ 
Remembering that K, = K-, and taking into account formula defining 
K,.(z) [9, p. 9, formula (37)], we have 
(-l)‘+’ 2 w2Ltnni2-‘m”2L’ 
K,,-,[m(Q - iO)“‘] 
(Q _ iO)l/2(d/z-” 
= (-,),+I 2 ni2-rnni2Ltmw’2-’ 
(Q _ jO)“2’&” [(-l)f-d2+’ I,-,,[m(Q - io)“‘]] 




(-l)P[+(Q _ i0)“2)]2P-‘t”,2 (‘- n/2p;p - ‘)! 
+ f(-1)‘W’ \’ 
pi0 
[{(m(Q _ i())“‘)]‘-W2+2P 
x [v4--P+p+ l)+W+ 111 
I p!(t - n/2 +p)! I3 
where 
I,.(z) = g 
(z/2)*s+L’ 
S=O s! z-(s + tJ + 1) 
and w(z) = r’(z)/T(z). 
(IX, 1; 6) 
’ We remark that Gelfand defines [f]” = fIpo ei’x~y~(x) d(x) while Methte and the author 
both detine IJ 1’ = _( pn e - ““.“f(wr) &, 
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We remember that 
log 
m(Q - joy2 
2 1 = log m - log 2 + ) log(Q - i0) 
where H is the Heaviside function. 
Then the tirst summand of the right-hand member of (IX, 1; 6) results 
(-,),+I 2 rv2-~~n12-rmlv2-I (-,)1-n/y? t I 
X 
Ztewz[m(Q - iO)“*) log((1/2)m(Q - i0)“‘) 
2P+l-N’Z mZ”(Q _ jO)p+r ~ni2 
x (logm-log2+$(log(Q(-inH(-Q)jj. (IX. 1; 7) 
Taking into account that in our case is t - 1 = k = (n - 2)/2 + h, and by 
passing to the limit for m -+ 0 in (IX, 1; 7) we, finally, obtain 
,,,2 Iii (-1) 2 d2-tnw2-, I,-,,[m(Q - iO)“2] iog[(l/2)m(Q - iO)v’] (Q _ jO)I/Z(NZ-t) 
=(-1)"' .(;2u2 2-2hQh(-log 2 + + log Q - fiZZIf(- 
(1X.1; 8) 
Considering the third summand of the right-hand member of (IX, 1; 6) 
when t = n/2 + h one obtains 
x p$o [i(m(Q - j())1/2]f-w2c2P ~v4t-W)+P+ l?+vb+ 111 
p!(t - (n/2) + p)! 
=(-1)-'"'2'+' 2-L-ZhQh@n-2)/2 dh+ lh),+ v(l) 
I 
(IX, 1; 9) 
Proceeding in the same manner for the second summand of (IX, 1; 5), we 
have 
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Z lim (-I)“2 2”/2-tn”2-l t-rt/2 [m(Q + iO)"'] log[( l/2) m(Q + iO)“‘] 
m-0 (Q + W (1/2)(tdZ~I) 
(- 1)“/2 
= ___ ZZ”’ - ‘2- 2hQh [-log 2 + f log Q + fiHH(-Q)], 
h! 
(IX. 1; 10) 
and 
Ey (-I)‘+’ 2N2-t~“2-lm”‘-tf(-~)t-w2 
x pzo [+(m(Q + iO)‘i2)]t-n/2+2p iv@--P+p+ l)+W+ 1)l 
p! (t-n/2 +p)! 
= (-1)- n/2+1 2-1-2hQhn’“-2’/2 [dh + lh)l+ v(l)] . (IX, 1; 11) 
Adding (IX, 1; 8). (IX, 1; 9), (IX? 1; 10) and (IX, 1; 11) we finally obtain 
p-2v2 
iq [6kk’(m2 + QJI” = 21-2hrth + 1I (-11w2-’ (IX, 1; 12) 
x iQ”lv(h+ 1)+~(1)+2log2-loglQll~. 
Therefore, we have 
[S~"'(u)]~' = -i(217)'"-2"2 2-w222Zhnsgnxo rchQ+ 1) (IX, 1 ; 13) 
II* 
,o-2,!2 
+ 2’-“V-(h + 1) [Q”Mh + 1) + w(l) + 2 log 2 -log IQ1 
1X.2. The Equivalence between the Fourier Transform of Sk”‘(u) in the 
Singular Points k = (n - 2)/2 + h, h = 0, l,..., and Our Formula 





x [a2h(ty(h+ l)+yl(l)+log4)-NNZh+’ (IX, 2; 1) 
d log T(z) 
v(z)= dz 
P(z) 
=r(z)? (IX, 2; 2) 
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NZm*k = 1 u lrn logk u if xE R,uR,, 
= UmlogklUl if .Y E Rz. 
In (IX, 2; 3) R, = r+, R, = r_ and fiz = V(f + U r-). 
if m is even, and 
if m is odd. 
u ?‘?I = p’: + p”. 
.zm = p’: - p! ) 
p=u=++...-.y;m, 
P: =PtifP>O, P!=O ifP> 0, 
and 
=0 ifP<O = (-P).’ if P < 0. 
We know that 
s’h = Slh _ ph 
= 4~) e(Q) Qh - @-xc,) e(Q) Q" 
= Qh sgn x,, . 
(IX. 2; 3) 
(IX, 2; 4) 
(IX, 2; 5) 
(IX, 2; 6) 
Therefore, taking into account formulas (IX, 1; 4), (IX, 1: 12) and 
(IX, 2; 6) we prove, immediately, the equivalence between the Methee 
formula (IX, 2; 1) and our formula (IX, 1: 13). 
Remark. We observe that in the case that 2(-k + (n - 2)/2) is odd, 
which implies n odd, the Fourier transform of S?‘(U) has no singular points 
because the argument of T(z), which appears in the second summand of the 
right-hand member of (IX, 1; l), never is a negative integer or zero. 
X. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF GR(t,a=-k,m’,n) 
In this paragraph we shall study the Fourier transform of GR(t, Q, m’, n). 
when a = -k. it is [S~‘(U - m’)].‘. 
We begin with the case n even. Taking into account the formula (I. 3; 22), 
we must study 
K -k+,n~2,i*[mi(~Q)“‘l 
(*Q)l/?(bk+(n-2)/2) 
and &Q)(mk+bma)/2), We write, by definition, @(*Q)(*Q)-’ = (Q+)-‘. 
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From the delinitory formula of K,.(z) [9, p. 9, formula (37)] and remem- 
bering (cf. [ 11, p. 2551) f ormulas (15) and (15’) that (Q&)’ has two kinds of 
singularities, for J = -1, -2 ,..., -1 and A= -n/2, -n/2 - I,..., -n/2 - 1, we 
must interpret (+Q)-‘, r = I..... n/2 -k - 1, kE Z+? as the finite part of 
Q-1 , for 1 = -r, r = l,..,, n/2 - k - 1, k E Z+. This finite part is evaluated in 
the Appendix, paragraph V of [ 191. On the other hand, cS(Q)‘-“+‘~-~“*’ has 
no singularities. This is a consequence of the fact that S(Q)‘“’ has no 
singularities when a > (n - 2)/2 [ 11. p. 2501 and in our case is a = -k + 
(n - 4)/2, k = 0. l,... . 
Now we shall consider the case n odd. 




do not have singularities. 
Therefore, we can conclude that, in both cases, n even or odd, 
[GR(f, a = -k, rn’, n)],’ = [Sy’(u - m’)].’ 
does not have singularities. 
(X, 1; 1) 
We remark that, taking into account formulas (I, 3; 22) and (V, 2; 4), 
when a = -k. n even, and (I, 3; 23) and (V. 2; 5) when a = -k, n odd, it 
results that 
[G,(t, a = -k, m2, n) + G,4(t, a = -k, m2, n)].’ = [dtk)(u - ml)]-’ 
has no singular points and our result coincides with the formula due to 
Gelfand [ 11, p. 294, formula (6) and (7)]. 
XI 
XI. 1, The Fourier Transform of the Marcel Riesz Kernel 
W(t, a, m2, n) in the Singular Points 
We shall evaluate in this section the Fourier transform of the Riesz 
function (cf. (VI, 1; 1) when a is an exceptional value). 
We start with the particular case of formula (VI, 1; l), when m = 0 
(formula (VI, 2; 1)). We repeat here, by commodity, formula (VI, 2; 1): 
W(4 a, m = 0, n) = R,(u) = 
U(n-n);2 
H,(a) if tEf‘+, 
=o if t&r+. 
(XI, 1: 1) 
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In this formula 
H,,(a) = n”‘-2’/22”-‘r a r 
(2) (a-,+2)- 
The Laplace transform of R,(u) is, taking into account the formula 
(IL 3; 3), p. 11, of [7], p - nuz 
L[W(t,a,m=O,n)]=L - [ 1 H,(a) = (#-ai’. (XL 1; 1) 
We remember that 
p2 = 2: + .a* + zg-, -z;. (XI. 1; 2) 
Applying our method for evaluating the Fourier transforms by evaluating 
their Laplace transforms and then passing to the limit (in S’) for J’+ 0, 
where y E V-, we have 
[ W(t, a, m = 0, n)]” = ljrj Cp2)pd’, (XI. 1; 3) 
whereyE V-, it is,yEiR”,y,=Imz,(O,y~-y:-...-y~_,>O. 
From (XI, 1; 3) and (I, 2; 4), with ey,, = -E, we have 
[W(t,a,m=0,n)]“={x~+...+xf_,-(X,-~O)Z}-ai2. (XI,1;4) 
The distribution {xi + . . . + xi-, - (x,, - .)*}-,* was studied by 
Vladimirov [ 3, p. 298, formula (136), p. 299, formula (138)], accordingly as 
a is even or odd), and is given by the following formulas 
1-x; + . . . +xs,-, - (x0 - j())2}-“2 = -insggyy 
(k- 1) 
+ (-l)kPf&, (XI, 1; 5) 
ifa=2k,k=O, l,... and Q=xi-x:--...-xft-,; 
{x:+ *‘* +x5,-,-(Xo-iO)*}-Q’* 
= [t3(Q)Q]-k-V2 - i(-l)k sgnx,[0(-Q)(-Q)]-k-V2, (XI, 1; 6) 
if a=2k+ 1, k=O. I,... . 
X1.2. The Fourier Transform of W(t, a, m # 0, n) 
We shall study now the Fourier transform of W(t, a, m, n). when m + 0. 
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We repeat the detinitory formula of B’(t, a, m, n) (cf. formula (VI, 1; 1)): 
W, a, m, n) 
wZ4(u-n”4 = ,(~-2”22’2”+n-2,/2~(a/2) J (n-nv2~mL if tEf+. 
= 0, if t&r+. 
(XI, 2; 1) 
In this formula a is a complex parameter, m a real nonnegative number 
and n the dimension of the space. 
The Laplace transform of W(t, a, m*, n) is, taking into account the 
formula (II, 1; 3), p. 10, of [7], 
L [ W(t, a, m*, n)] = @’ + m2)-w’2. 
Therefore, as always, 
(XI, 2; 2) 
[ W(t. a. m*, n)]” = 1,‘; (m’ + xf + ... + xi-, - (x0 + icyo)2}--a’2, (XI, 2; 3) 
where y,, < 0. 
When Re a < 0, we obtain 
[ W(t, a, m2, n)]” = (m’ + Q)-“‘*, (IX, 2; 3) 
when xi - xf - . . . - xi _, < 0. 
Here is 
Q=x; + --- +xf-, -xi. (XI, 2; 4) 
This is a consequence of the fact that we evaluate the Fourier transform in 
the exterior of the forward cone and in this region there are no prescriptions 
over 1’. 
Now, we shall consider the interior of the forward cone: xi - xi - . . . - 
xi-,>Oandx,>O. 
From (XI, 2; 3) results 
[W(t,a,m*,n)]“= (.m*+xi +xf+ -6. +~f,-~ - (xo-iO)2}-u12 
= (m’ + Q + iO)-“‘, 
(XL 2; 5) 
whenx~-x~-.0.-x5,-,>Oandx,>0. 
Taking into account the formulas on pp. 565 and 566, of [ 151, we have 
(A E fZ ) 
(m* + Q f iO)-’ = (m’ + Q): + eiinA(m2 + Q)“, (XI, 2; 6) 
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(m2 + Q).: = (m’ + Q)‘. if m’+Q>O, 
= 0, if m’f Q < 0. 
and 
(ml + Q)f = 0, if m’+Q>O, 
= [-(mz + Q)]-‘, if m’+Q<O. 
Then, formula (XI, 2; 5) can be written, equivalently, 
(XI, 2: 7) 
(XI, 2; 8) 
[ W(r, a, m2. n)]-’ = (ml + Q);“’ + e-‘“‘““‘(m’ + Q):, (XI, 2; 9) 
when Q < 0 and x,, > 0. 
Let now, xi-.x- . . . -xi-, , > 0 and x0 < 0 be the interior of the 
backward cone. 
From (XI, 2; 3) and (XI, 2; 6) one obtains 
[ W(t, a, m2, n)],’ = (m’ + Q - i0)ma’2 
= (m’ + Q);d + eifhi2)(m2 + Q)I~:, 
(XI. 2; 10) 
when Q < 0 and x,, < 0. 
Finally, summarizing the results (XI, 2; 3), (XI, 2; 9) and (XI, 2: lo), we 
have 
[ W(t, a, m2, n)]“ = B(Q)(m’ + Q)-“” (XI, 2; 11) 
+ Q-Q) B(x,){(m’ + Q);“‘2 + epi’“m”‘(m’ + Q)I~“} 
+ 0(-Q) B(-xo)((m2 + Q);“” + ei’nd2’(m2 + Q)I~” 1. 
where Rea<O and Q=$+ ... +x:-,-xi. 
XI 
X1.3. The Fourier Transform of W(t, a, m # 0, n), in the 
Singular Points 
We consider now the particular case of (XI, 2; 3) when a = 2k, 
k = 1, 2,... . 
We have from (XI, 2; 3) 
[ W(t, a, m2, n)]” = lim (m’ + xi + . . . + xi-, - (x0 + icyO)’ } - k. (XI. 3; 1) 
c-0 
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When .Y,, > 0, we have 
[ I+‘(& a, m*, n)],’ = (m* + Q + iO)-‘( 
while, when q, < 0, is 
[ W(t, a, m*. n)],’ = (m’ + Q - iO)-k. 
Taking into account formula (1.6), p. 565, of [ 151 that says 
WI, 3; 2) 
(XI, 3; 3) 
(m’ + Q * iO)-k = (m* + Q)-k T ‘~~~p~~ 6(k-“(m’ + Q). (XI. 3; 4) 
Finally, from (XI. 3; 2), (XI, 3; 3) and (XI, 3; 4), we have 
w[(I. a = 2k, m*, n)] = (m’ + Q)-k + (-l)k in sgn r,~‘k-l’(m2 + Q) 
(k- l)! - 
(XI. 3; 5) 
We remark that formula (XI, 2; 11) is also valid when a = 2k + 1, 
k = 0, l.... . 
XII. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF GR(fr a > 0, m*, n) 
IN THE SINGULAR POINTS 
We shall study the Fourier transform of GR(t, ~1, m*, n), when a > 0, 
m # 0, n even or odd, in the singular points. 
We start by studying [GR(tr a > 0, rn’, n)]“, when n is even. 




(*Q) S(Q) . 
An explicit and detailed study of 
K ,+w2v2lm(*Q)“*I 
(+Q)"* 
in their singular points appears in the Appendix, A.IV of [ 191. On the other 
hand, we know that s(Q)‘a+“-4”2) (cf. [ 11, Chap. III, Sect. 2.11) has no 
singularities if a < 1. When a > 1 we interpret 8(Q)(a+‘n-4)‘2’ as follows: 
o+n/* 
(S(Q) (a+b4V2), 4) = ‘-L’4 (u 7, w(u)), (XII, 1; 1) 
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where 
‘y(r, x,) = * $ dl2’“’ dx,, 
J 
u-0 = U-a 
c 7 if u > 0. 
= 0, if u < 0. 
(XII, 1; 2) 
(XII, 1; 3) 
dLP” is the element of area of the p-dimensional sphere. 
We can regularize us* for a # n, n positive integer, by analytical 
continuation of u ;“, Re u < 1 and for a = n, US” is the constant term in the 
Laurent development of u ; a in the neighborhood of a = n. 
When n is odd, taking into account formula (1,3; 23) we must study the 
terms of the form 
K o+~n-~~,~PMQ)"*~ 
<+Q> (l/Z)(a+(n-ZM21 
and (+Q)- li2-(at(n-3N2) 
For the study of 
K a+,n-2,,2~~(*Q)'i21 
(*Q> (1/2)(u+(n-2)/2) 
see A.IV of the Appendix of [ 191. 
We know that [ 11, p. 255, formulas (15) and (15’)] (rtQ).t has two kinds 
of singularities when 
rl = -1, -2 ,..., -k . . . . . 
A=-+,-+- l,..., -4-k ,.... 
(XII. I; 4) 
In our case is 
Therefore if 
L--a-$+ 1, n odd. (XII, 1; 5) 
or, 
a=r+f, r= . ..) -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ,..., (XII, 1; 6) 
a = s, s = 1, 2...., (XI& 1: 7) 
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(*Q)-"- d’ ’ ’ has singularities and in this case, we must interpret 
(*Q)-"-"*+I as the finite part of (*Q),“, for 2 = -a - n/2 + 1. The explicit 
evaluation of this finite part appears in A.V. of the Appendix of [ 191, where 
we write, by definition, O(kQ)(kQ)l = (Qk)“. 
XIII 
XIII. 1. The Fourier Transform of GR(t, a, m = 0, n) in the 
Singular Points, when 2a - 2 + n Is Even 
From (III, 1; 5) we have, when 2a - 2 + n is even, 
[ GR(f, m = 0, a, n)]” 
= (2~)‘“-Z)/Z 22a+(n-z)/Z(_in) sgnx,6(Q)(“f’“-“U” 
(XIII, 1; 1) 
+ w77) 
(n-Z),* 2atf(“-4M2r (a + !g) (-l)a+(n-2)~2 IJf ,,+,‘,-,,, . 
In the first summand of the right-hand member appears B(Q)‘nt(n-J”‘. 
When a > 1 we must substitute B(Q)‘af(n-4)‘2’ by its “regularized” 
expression (see paragraph XII. 1). 
When a + (n - 2)/2 = -r, r = 0, l,..., T(z) has simple poles while Qr has 
no singular points. To regularize the second summand of the right-hand 
member of XIII.1 we write, as usual, 
,“Tr $ I WY _d 
(n-2)/2 22(.~-(“-2V?)+(“-4)/2)(~ + r)(-l)q-(q ,,+ 
I 
= n(n~2)/22~2rt(n-4)/2(-l)r Q’ ,l;f, r(l) 
+ 17(n-2)/22-2rt(n-4M2(_l)r res r(L) Pf, [Q--l], (XIII, 1; 2) .l=-r 
where 
n-2 
i=a+T. (XIII, 1; 3) 
The second summand of the right-hand member of (XIII, 1; 2) vanishes 
because Q’ has no singular points. 
The explicit evaluation of the finite part and the residue of r(n), for 
2 = -r, appears in A.1 of the Appendix of [ 191. 
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X111.2. The Fourier Transform of GR(t, a, m = 0, n) in the 
Singular Points, when 2a - 2 + n Is Odd 
Now, we shall consider formula (III, 1; 6). We have, for 2a - 2 + n odd, 
[G,(t, m  = 0, a, n)].’ = (2n)‘“-?‘d 22Q-tb4l.z~ a 1 “; 2 ) 
x (e(Q) Q- (a+(n-3J!?)-I:? - i(-I) CttNZ--?..? 
X sgnx,8(-Q)(-Q)-‘“t’“--““)-L.21. (XIII, 2; 1) 
When a = -h + 1 - n/2 the function f(a + n/2 - 1) has simple poles and 
when a = r. r = 1, 2,... or a = s - n/2, s = 1, 2,...; n odd, the distribution 
QFd2+ has singularities. We observe, therefore, that double poles never 
exist in (XIII, 2; 1). 
We know that @: has the same set of singularities of Q.! (it is sufficient 
to interchange the roles of p and q of the quadratic form Q). Therefore we 
shall only regularize, by the usual method, the first summand of the right- 
hand member of (XIII, 2: 1). 
For 









,=-E%+, .(a++- 1) 
x &Q;,OtW*-1) 
[ 1 a=-h-wZ+L (XIII, 2; 3) 
The explicit evaluation of the finite part and residue of T(z) appears in A.1 
of the Appendix of [ 191. Taking into account formulas (A.I,2; 3) and 
(A.4 1; 6). we, finally, obtain, 
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= 2-2h#c2)/2 (-‘jh 
h! [v(l + A) Q", - log QQ", 1, (XIII, 2; 4) 
where w( 1 + n) = 1 + l/2 + ... + I/n -q, with q Euler constant. 
For 
a=k+l, k = 0, l..... (XIII. 2: 5) 
we have 
= J,“:, -.$ 
I 
(a -k - 1)(2n)‘“-2”2 22a+(4),‘2 
= (2q’n-2”2 22kfw2 \ 
ir (k + 2) ,_p,‘,, Q,-‘2+’ 
R;;,Q;a-N2+’ . 
I 
(XIII, 2; 6) 
The explicit value of the finite part and the residue of Q.t, for 1 = -k, 




k = 1, 2,.... n odd, (XIII, 2; 7) 
we write, as always, 
nzk~f-d2 w)‘“-2”2 2 
[ 
h+(n-4)/2r(a + (n _ 2)/z) Q;Q-d2+1 1 
= lim -C 
n-k+ I -n/2 da I( 




= (2~)‘“-2”2 2 
2k-w2{r(k)la=k+,-ti2 a=kFfni2 QTa-N’2+’ 
+ r’(k) (XIII, 2; 8) 
409.‘WI 8 
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Remark. We obtain the same result putting m = 0 in the regularized 
formula of [GJf, m # 0, a3 n)],’ or regularizing [ GR(f, m = 0, a, n)]” in the 
singular points. 
Starting by [G,Jt, m # 0, a, n)] we must express K,,(z) in a neighborhood 
at the origin (see the asymptotic development of K,.(z). cf. A.111 of the 
Appendix) of [ 191, instead of formulas (1, 3; 22) and (I, 3; 23) and this 
process is equivalent to regularizing directly [G(t, m = 0, a, n)].‘. 
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